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SUBJECT:

NASA Ames Research Center
Navy Site 28 West-Side Aquifers Treatment System (WATS)
System Operational Assessment

Dear Ms. Lee and Ms. Wells:
In response to your request, this letter documents the operational status of WATS
observed by NASA upon transfer of WATS operation and maintenance (O&M) from the
Navy to NASA on October 1, 2016, and the substantial maintenance and repairs
completed by NASA since the transfer.
Background
Beginning in March 2016 and continuing through September 2016, regular calls were
held between NASA civil servants, NASA contract personnel (Earth Resources
Technology, ERT), Navy civil servants and Navy contract personnel (Sealaska, Tetra
Tech) to coordinate on technical, regulatory, and O&M transition items. Onsite meetings
were also held to familiarize ERT and NASA staff with WATS operations.
During the transition period, NASA requested from the Navy all relevant system
documentation, including system design and as-builts, the O&M Manual (and addenda),
NPDES Self-Monitoring Reports, and inspection, monitoring and maintenance records.
Although limited inspection and maintenance records were provided prior to October 1,
2016, no issues with the condition or O&M status of WATS was communicated to
NASA during this transition period. In November 2016, NASA received additional
inspection and maintenance records from the Navy for the period January 1 through June
24, 2016. Maintenance, inspection, and monitoring data for the months of July, August,
and September 2016 have not been provided to date.

The following summary presents the timeline of WATS operational issues experienced
by NASA following transfer of system O&M. Since October 1, 2016 NASA has spent
over $500,000 to complete non-routine repairs and improvements necessary to restore the
system to an adequate operating condition.
WATS Condition Post Transfer
On October 18, 2016, ERT staff discovered the system was down and the contracted
operator and previous, long-term Navy-contracted operator (Tetra Tech), had abandoned
the site. ERT immediately attempted to restart the system and discovered the following
initial conditions that required repairs to resume system operation:
•

The ozone generators were not functioning due to failed power supplies. In addition,
the ozone injector was calcified shut so that ozone could not be injected into the
system, and the piping had several leaks resulting in high ambient ozone alarms.
Subsequent review of data collected by the Navy for the 3rd Quarter NPDES SelfMonitoring Report revealed elevated levels of VOCs exiting the advanced oxidation
process (AOP), which indicates the process was not functioning properly at that time.
Specifically, the TCE concentration was 340 ug/L in the AOP effluent (sample
location SP4) collected on September 20, 2016 compared to TCE concentrations
below the reporting limits (0.5 ug/L) in the July and August 2016 samples.

•

The treatment system pad secondary containment sump pump was non-operational
(pump and float switch broken).

•

The treatment system programmable logic controller (PLC) display screen was
broken; system data could not be viewed from the screen. NASA had noted that the
condition of the screen prior to October 1, 2016 and assumed that data was being
recorded on the system computer hard drive rather than being read from the screen.

At this time, the following additional operational conditions were discovered:
•

Two extraction well pumps (EA1-1 and EA1-5) were physically turned off at each
well head.

•

The system PLC panel was not capable of logging a timeline of systematic alarms.

•

The control system was not set to record historical system data on the computer hard
drive. Subsequent review revealed that the operator manually recorded data onto
inspection sheets that were transferred to excel files on a laptop computer. No stored
data was on the hard drive. It is not clear whether data was read from the PLC display
or at the well heads and meters.

•

The recirculation valve was discovered ~1/2 open, directing effluent back into the
system at the system influent flowmeter FIT-101. It is unknown why this valve was
open; inspection records prior to October 1, 2016 do not address any corrections to
system flow to account for recirculated effluent.

•

Dozens of unlabeled wastewater/soil drums generated by the Navy remained on site.
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First WATS Restart Effort
An attempt was made to restart WATS on November 10, 2016 after installation of the
replacement ozone generator, oxygen generator and PLC control display panel was
completed. The system started but ran only briefly. At that time, the following additional
conditions were discovered that required repairs to resume system operation:
•

The system air compressor was overheating and had a broken fan belt. It was
discovered to be overdue for major service by several years according to the O&M
Manual, which requires monthly air filter change outs, semiannual oil filter change
outs and annual motor lubrication. The last documented major service was in May
2012 (see attached Photo 1 of the service log affixed to the inside of the air
compressor operator panel).

•

The granular activated carbon (GAC) was overdue for a change out. The Navy
Contractor Quality Control (CQC) report from August 1, 2016 indicated
breakthrough of methyl ethyl ketone and acetone in the lead GAC units. The last
documented change out occurred ~17 months prior to October 1, 2016. Based on
calculations in Addendum 1 to the O&M Manual, GAC change out frequency is
estimated to occur quarterly, or when breakthrough occurs. All 4 vessels were
recharged with fresh GAC in November 2016.

•

Extraction wells EA1-1 and EA1-5 did not start up and required replacement parts.
The EA1-5 motor controller was missing parts and found unbolted from the control
panel. According to the O&M Manual, well vault maintenance calls for cleaning off
all instruments and panels, and to remove leaves and other debris on a semiannual
basis. Photo 2 shows the disconnected and highly oxidized EA1-5 motor starter panel.
The Navy March 8, 2017 Revised 3rd Quarter NPDES Self-Monitoring Report states
“Two extraction wells, EA1-1 and EA1-5, were out of service during part or all of the
quarter.” No additional information has been provided by the Navy regarding the
status of these wells during Quarter 3, 2016 in response to NASA’s request.

Second WATS Restart Effort
After repair of the additional non-operational components, the treatment system was
restarted on November 11, 2016. Upon start up, the following additional functional issues
were discovered:
•

Extraction well pumps EA1-3, EA1-4 and EA1-6 were severely underperforming and
required replacement motors and pump ends. Further inspection revealed that these
well pumps and casings contained excessive biofoul. In addition, extraction well
EA1-4 was operating but not transmitting information to the system. According to
the O&M Manual, extraction well pumps require annual cleaning of biomatter from
the pump end and ancillary piping, and extraction well flowmeters require quarterly
inspection and cleaning. NASA has not been provided documentation from the Navy
on when this maintenance was last performed.

•

The Hangar 1 and Electrical Vault 5 (EV5) sump pumps, flowmeters and totalizers
were non-operational. Additionally, electrical power to Hangar 1 and EV5 sump
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pumps was found to be turned off. Photo 3 shows the accumulation of extensive
biofoul inside the Hangar 1 sump flowmeter. The O&M Manual calls for quarterly
inspection and cleaning of the hangar sump pumps, and annual inspection and
cleaning of the hangar flowmeters. NASA has not been provided documentation from
the Navy on when this maintenance was last performed. In subsequent review of
provided records, it was discovered that the Navy August 1, 2016 CQC report noted
the Hangar 1 sump pump “is going bad.”
•

The effluent transfer pump was leaking water profusely onto the pad and required
replacement. The O&M Manual calls for annual maintenance of this pump. NASA
has not been provided documentation from the Navy on when this maintenance was
last performed.

•

The GAC vessels were receiving unbalanced flow. Flowmeters and totalizers
responsible for adjusting the flow rates were broken. Additionally, the GAC vessels
were accumulating air pressure due to clogged air-release valves.

•

The three-way actuator valve at the Hangar 1/EV5 influent was discovered to be nonfunctional. This valve directs hangar sump water to the appropriate treatment path,
depending on the operational status of the WATS system. Both hangar sumps were
designed to operate on a full-time basis. Under normal operating conditions, the
three-way actuator valve directs water into the equalization tank for normal treatment.
In the event of a system shutdown, the actuator valve redirects hangar water to the
backup treatment system. If the actuator valve is not functioning as designed, hangar
sump water will continue to flow into the equalization tank and potentially flood the
pad. The O&M Manual calls for an annual functional test of the universal shutdown
interlock system, thereby triggering the actuator valve and demonstrating its
functionality. NASA has not been provided documentation from the Navy on when
this maintenance was last performed.

•

The backup treatment system bag filter vessels were mostly clogged/rusted shut
(Photo 4).

•

Oil/water knockouts and filters had been installed between the air compressor,
oxygen generator, and ozone generator because the existing knockouts were nonfunctional. The oxygen generator filters require removal, inspection, and replacement
(if necessary, or annually at a minimum) on a monthly schedule according to the
O&M Manual. The last documented filter replacement was in July of 2004 (Photo 5).

•

A large number of sample ports, valves, gauges and fittings required replacement at
the WATS pad and extraction well vaults.

•

The ambient ozone monitor on the pad was faulty.

•

A faulty PLC power supply was introducing stray AC current into communication
lines, resulting in inaccurate system measurements. Unpredictable jumps in critical
system readings, such as the equalization tank level indicator, resulted in frequent,
short-term system shut downs in January 2017.
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All above-noted equipment replacement, repairs and maintenance items have been
completed. In addition, NASA installed a new control system, including new hardware
and software, that digitally records system data and allows remote system monitoring.
Additional Improvements:
The following additional items have been identified for future improvements:
•

Retrofit the effluent transfer pump with a variable frequency drive and high alarm
shutoff in order to prevent a spill on the pad.

•

Replace the aging air compressor, which has demonstrated inconsistent operation
despite a recent service. A replacement air compressor unit was ordered on May 1,
2017.

•

Install residual ozone and hydrogen peroxide monitors in the downstream portion of
the advanced oxidation process to relay information to the PLC, enabling more
efficient dosing of oxidants to the influent stream on a real-time basis.

•

Install a backup analog system flowmeter to complement the digital system
flowmeter and ensure accurate recordkeeping in duplicate.

•

Provide a backup transfer pump that matches the influent and effluent transfer pumps
to reduce downtime in the event of an unanticipated pump failure. To accomplish
this, the influent transfer pump would need to be replaced and piping retrofitted to
match the current effluent transfer pump.

•

Install wireless access to the Hangar 1 and EV-5 sump pumps to allow remote/manual
shut off the pumps in the event of a spill on the pad.

•

Assess all system extraction wells for re-development, retrofit, and rehabilitation to
match the demands of the site.

Data Reconciliation
NASA has identified inconsistencies with system flow data prior to October 1, 2016, both
in recording and measurement, which is used to estimate well extraction rates and system
treatment volume. This is due to the following factors:
•

•
•

System data was not digitally recorded prior to October 1, 2016. The former WATS
operator manually recorded system data from this period by reading it off the existing
system controls screen. The existing controls system reported well totalizer readings
as an approximation based on averaging flow rates. When comparing system controls
and wellhead totalizer readings to the system influent (FIT-101) totals during the
period from 11/11/2016 to 1/3/2017 (prior to replacing the PLC and controls system),
the system controls totalizer readings over reported flow volume by approximately
62%, while the wellhead totalizers over reported flow volume by approximately 5%.
EA1-4 was found to be pumping but not transmitting flow data due to a faulty flow
controller.
EA1-5 was found inoperable and required a new motor starter (Photo 2).
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•
•
•
•

EA1-3 was found inoperable and required a new pump. When restarted after
replacing the pump, a large flux of silt and biofoul entered the system indicating this
pump had likely been off for a significant period of time.
EA1-1 was found off with the pump level controller not working. When restarted
after replacing the level controller, a large flux of silt and biofoul entered the system
indicating this pump had likely been off for a significant period of time.
The condition of the hangar 1 flowmeter indicates that both sump pumps were
inoperable for an extended time and previous flow data is questionable (Photo 3).
The system recirculation valve was found partially open indicating some amount of
water was being manually recirculated through the system prior to shut down for an
unknown period. Without accounting for this flow, historical totalizer readings will
not accurately reflect total extracted volume.

Please contact me at 650-604-1294 or kimberly.s.finch@nasa.gov with any questions or
if you need additional information.
Sincerely,

Kimberly Finch, P.E.
Restoration Project Manager
Environmental Management Division
Attachments
Photo 1:
Air compressor maintenance log
Photo 2:
Extraction well EA1-5 motor starter panel
Photo 3:
Hangar 1 sump pump flowmeter internal biofoul
Photo 4:
Backup treatment system bag filter vessel internals
Photo 5:
Oxygen generator filter element
Equipment Replacement List
cc:

Yvonne Fong, US EPA
J. Sullivan, Navy
M. McNeill, HQ EMD
M. Green, HQ EMD
J. Linder, ERT
J. Lukas, ERT
204-15\D. Chuck
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Photo 1: Air compressor maintenance log

Photo 2: Extraction well EA1-5 motor starter panel

Photo 3: Hangar 1 sump pump flowmeter internal biofoul

Photo 4: Backup treatment system bag filter vessel internals

Photo 5: Oxygen generator filter element

Unanticipated WATS Repairs and Replacements Identified after Oct. 1, 2016
Item
Battery Backup
P-Touch Labels
Sub Panels (4)
Mounting Feet
Submersbile Indicator
Transmitter & Analog Devices
Eaton Protector and Lithium batt
WATS Transmitters
Crispin Gaskets (GAC vessel air release valves)
Tubing, Bushings, Clamps
Nipple, Bushings, Tees
Schedule 80 Fittings
Centrifugal Pump & Motor (EV-5)
Replacement and backup transfer pumps
WATS Submersbile Well Motors (3)
Circuit Breaker & Housing for Fiber Switch
Series 4000 Pressure Gauge
Eye Ball Wash
Eye Cups
Eye Wash Dust Cap
Pressure Gauge (10)
Filter Regulator
Hangar 1 Remote Disconnect Switch
EV-5 Sump Pump
IEC Supplementary Protector, 40amps
Pump removal/Replacement
H2O2 Test Kit (2)
OZ2 Ozone Field Test Kit
GAC Flow Meter Fittings
WATS Totalizers
Little Giant Pump
Communications Upgrade (PLC/SCADA)
Stainless Steel Ports/Fittings (Sample Port Replacements)
Bag Filter Housing
Fittings
Hardware
Copper Tubing (4)
Stainless Steel Screws/Washers, Misc Conduit Fittings/Pipes
Phoenix Industrial Relays/Switches
Deadbolt Replacement
Ozone Generator Replacement
Ozone Gas Alert
HMS Protocol Bridge
Air compressor and receiver tank replacement

Unanticipated WATS Repairs and Replacements Identified after Oct. 1, 2016
Panel Mounts (2)
Flow Totalizer (2)
Instrumentation Sensor
Valves & Plumbing
Mounting Kit
PVC Valves (B-fly Valve)
Hangar 1 - 3-way valves
Hangar 1 - Tees, Unions, Bushings
Hangar 1 - Magmeter & Signet P mount
Hangar 1 - Signet Output Module & Installation Sensor
Signet Module
PVC Aqua B-fly valve
Mounting Flanges
Blind Magmeter (2)
Signet 9900 Univ-X, PVC Spears, PVC Pipes
Rotameter

